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US land border to open to vaccinated
Canadians

By Wendy Morley

SHARE 
SAVE PRINT

After 18 months the US has announced that the land border will open for fully vaccinated Canadians.

Until Canada’s borders opened to vaccinated US residents in July, Canada’s land border stores had
been operating in the range of -95% to -100% sales compared to 2019. A study released yesterday
showed that despite Americans being allowed to travel over the Canada/US land border, our stores
still have an over 80 per cent (80.17%) decline in sales compared to pre-pandemic.

These independently-owned, Canadian business are wholly dependent on the flow of traffic over the
border to the US, relying on federal supports for businesses forced to close or nearly close during the
entire pandemic.

The FDFA has made a statement to these effects, also stating: “We appreciate the Liberal promise
during the federal campaign to extend the support for tourism-based businesses into next year. We
are a tourism-based business that is the hardest hit of the hardest hit businesses in Canada,” and
asking for the following measures:

1. Eliminate the expensive PCR test for fully vaccinated Americans crossing the land
border
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Fully vaccinated is fully vaccinated. Forcing fully vaccinated Americans to get tested before crossing
the border makes no scientific sense. Hockey stadiums will now be open at 100 percent capacity but
a fully vaccinated family of four faces an $800 testing bill just to drive over the border in their own
car. This unscientific approach must end given that random testing over the past few months has
demonstrated there is no risk to ending the pre-testing.

2. Fully implement the Liberal campaign promise to help the hardest hit businesses

This promise must be quickly implemented this Fall by Parliament. Tourism-based businesses and
border stores have been closed and deeply impacted to protect Canadians. We cannot allow them to
fail on this last mile of support.

FDFA also has stated its thanks to Congressman Brian Higgins, U.S. Representative for New York's
26th congressional district, for his tireless effort to raise this issue with the White House.

US-Canada land border, US border opens, US open to fully vaccinated Canadians, FDFA

REGION AMERICAS
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Brand News

October 27 2021

Habanos SA launches travel retail…

Habanos S.A. has launched its new travel retail exclusive cigar range Romeo y Julieta Wide Churchills
at the Habanos Premier…

October 27 2021
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Brown-Forman Travel Retail sets…

Brown-Forman’s Global Travel Retail team has unveiled its commitments as part of the spirits group’s
overall corporate sustainability…

October 25 2021

DFS partners with Diageo and Inflyter…

Diageo Global Travel has partnered with leading luxury operator DFS Group and travel retail company
Inflyter to launch an…

October 24 2021
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Ferrero Rocher surprises with the…

For the first time in its history, the beloved Ferrero Rocher specialty is now being launched globally as
a 90g Ferrero Rocher…

October 18 2021

Brown-Forman reinforces commitment…

US liquor group Brown-Forman Corporation is joining RE100, a global environmental initiative,…

October 18 2021

J.Cortès and Oliva brands unite…

In a move that consolidates and clarifies both its machine-made and handmade cigar divisions,
J.Cortès and Oliva Cigars…

October 14 2021

Appleton Estate relaunches travel…

Appleton Estate Jamaica Rum has relaunched in travel retail with newly designed packaging, a
reimagined bottle and label,…
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October 14 2021

Asahi and MONARQ expand distribution…

Following two years of working together on the Asahi portfolio in the Caribbean and Latin America,
Asahi Beer USA and MONARQ…

October 13 2021

Cabeau underlines sustainability…

US travel accessories company Cabeau is emphasizing its commitment to reducing its carbon
footprint as it prepares to exhibit…
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